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Value Creation In Private Equity

The Challenge: BigSoup, a multinational canned soup company, had successfully established a 
presence in the UK. For the past several years, the UK division had demonstrated lackluster growth 
and poor profit margins and consequently had not attracted new investment or focus from the corporate 
level. The performance gap between BigSoup’s UK and North American operations had grown even 
wider after several successful rounds of performance improvement initiatives focused on the North 
American supply chain – UK COGS were now more than 15% higher (relative to sales) than in North 
America. We had helped in the North American efforts, and now Big Soup wanted us to bring our 
expertise to bear in the UK.

The Partnership: 
Analysis: Our joint team (3 consultants and 
8 managers from the UK manufacturing 
division) spent 2 months testing hypoth-
eses, determining the scope of opportuni-
ties, and initiating pilot-testing of COGS 
improvement initiatives. At the end of this 
initial phase our team had concluded that 
there were 7 key areas of leverage within 
the operations and that the value within 
these areas could best be captured over 
a 3-year 3-phased process (see figure 
below).

Strategy: The key areas of leverage found 
in the initial analysis fell into 3 categories: 
complexity management, purchasing 
scale, and product simplification. Our team 
recommended that 3 dedicated groups be 
created, each directed by a senior operations manager, and each focused on 1 of these 3 main areas 
of leverage. The near-term target set for the whole effort was to capture $5M in aggregate savings in 
the first year and to develop robust enough core operatinonal processes that the groups could move 
on to capture value from broader optimization of the whole supply chain in the second year.

Execution: To facilitate and jumpstart these 3 groups, our team created detailed workplans and objec-
tives for each of the 3 leverage areas. Within 2 weeks each group had rigorously quantified the savings 
that it expected to capture. The Purchasing Scale Group alone concluded that over $4MM of savings 
could come from its efforts. The Complexity Management Group targeted a capacity improvement of 
37-42% with simlutaneous cost savings of over $1MM. Finally the Product Simplification Group identi-
fied over $1MM of opportunity from packaging standardization and additional significant savings within 
ingredient simplification. Over the following 10 months, each group applied a regimented workplanning 
methodology to turn its respective targets into actual savings. 

The Results:
After 12 months, over $4MM had been saved and ongoing initiatives were projected to bring in another 
$2-3MM within another 6 months. In addition, customer service had improved and some of the unique 
competitive strengths within BigSoup’s delivery capabilities were beginning to become apparent. The 
UK team was ready to broaden its focus and decided that it would begin by investigating the potential 
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Overall Supply Chain Path 

Simplify/Standardize Products 

Leverage Purchasing Clout
— Ingredients

— Packaging

— Non-Product Spend

Link Processes
— Throughput/Technology

– Grocery

– Food Service

— Delivery/Distribution

Simplify Customer Interface

Enhance Organization

Simplify Configuration

Synchronize Information

Rationalize SKUs

Ingredients; processes; 
packaging

Meats; flavors;  sweeteners

Cans; ends

Marketing spend

Eliminate prep/blend bottlenecks; 
segregate C SKU and upgrade 
meatball lines; refine scheduling; 
reduce changeovers; modify crewing 

Consolidate lines; reduce 
utilities/waste

Redesign flow; renegotiate
rates

Focus on Top 12

Build select capabilities 

Strengthen links with Xxxxxx 

KPI reporting/tracking; BPCS

Year 1:  $ 5M Year 2:  $ 5 to 10M Year 3:  TBD

Be Best-In-Show 
European Thermal 
Provider

Leverage 
Capabilities

Standardize, Simplify, 
and Synchronize 
Build Base Capabilities

Key Levers 

Leverage standards  across SKUs

Selectively regional purchase

Leverage U.S. relationships

Maximize asset performance 
(e.g., Hot Fill)

Segment

Integrate flow -- e.g., XXX policies

Integrate supply chain management

Build/leverage capabilities 

Consolidate sites 

Efficient variety creation

Leverage “Preferred Customer” status

Selectively invest in leap-frog assets

Leverage “Preferred Supplier” status


